Abstract-Image scaling, fundamental task of numerous image processing and computer vision applications, is the process of resizing an image by pixel interpolation. Image scaling leads to a number of undesirable image artifacts such as aliasing, blurring and moiré . However, with an increase in the number of pixels considered for interpolation, the image quality improves. This poses a quality-time trade off in which high quality output must often be compromised in the interest of computation complexity. This paper presents a comprehensive study and comparison of different image scaling algorithms. The performance of the scaling algorithms has been reviewed on the basis of number of computations involved and image quality. The search table modification to the bicubic image scaling algorithm greatly reduces the computational load by avoiding massive cubic and floating point operations without significantly losing image quality.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image scaling is a geometric transformation used to resize digital images and finds widespread use in computer graphics, medical image processing, military surveillance, and quality control [1] . It plays a key role in many applications [2] including pyramid construction [3] - [4] , super-sampling, multi-grid solutions [5] , and geometric normalization [6] .
In surveillance-based applications, images have to be monitored at a high frame rate. Since, the images need not be of the same size, image scaling is necessary for comparison and manipulation of images. However, image scaling is a computationally intensive process due to the convolution operation, which is necessary to band-limit the discrete input and thereby diminishes undesirable aliasing artifacts [2] .
Various image scaling algorithms are available in literature and employ different interpolation techniques to the same input image. Some of the common interpolation algorithms are the nearest neighbour, bilinear [7] , and bicubic [8] - [9] . Lanczos algorithm utilizes the 3-lobed Lanczos window function to implement interpolation [10] .
There are many other higher order interpolators which take more surrounding pixels into consideration, and thus also require more computations. These algorithms include spline [11] and sinc interpolation [12] , and retain the most of image details after an interpolation. They are extremely useful when the image requires multiple rotations/distortions in separate steps. However, for single-step enlargements or rotations, these higher-order algorithms provide diminishing visual improvement and processing time increases significantly.
Novel interpolation algorithms have also been proposed such as auto-regression based method [13] , fuzzy area-based scaling [14] , interpolation using classification and stitching [15] , isophote-based interpolation [16] , and even interpolation scheme combined with Artificial Neural Networks [17] . Although these algorithms perform well, they require a lengthy processing time due to their complexity. This is intolerable for real-time image scaling in video surveillance system. Hence, these algorithms have not been considered for the comparative analysis in this paper.
In this paper, firstly, image interpolation algorithms are classified and reviewed; then evaluation and comparison of five image interpolation algorithms are discussed in depth based on the reason that evaluation of image interpolation is essential in the aspect of designing a realtime video surveillance system. Analysis results of the five interpolation algorithms are summarized and presented. Digital image interpolation is the process of generating a continuous intensity surface from discrete image data samples. Generally, almost every geometric transformation like translating, rotating, scaling, and warping requires interpolation to be performed on an image [18] . Such transformations are essential to any commercial digital image processing software. The perceived quality of the interpolated images is affected by several issues such as sharpness of edges, freedom from artifacts and reconstruction of high frequency details [18] .
II. IMAGE SCALING
Interpolation algorithms attempt to generate continuous data from a set of discrete data samples through an interpolation function. These interpolation methods aim to minimize the visual defects arising from the inevitable resampling error and improve the quality of re-sampled images [19] . Interpolation function is performed by convolution operation which involves a large number of addition and multiplication operations. Hence, a trade-off is required between computation complexity and quality of the scaled image.
Based on the content awareness of the algorithm, image scaling algorithms can be classified as Adaptive image scaling and Non-adaptive image scaling.
Adaptive image scaling algorithms modify their interpolation technique based on the image content being a smooth texture [20] or a sharp edge [21] - [22] . As the interpolation method changes in real-time, these algorithms are complex and computationally intensive. They find widespread use in image editing software as they ensure a high quality scaled image. As the focus is on analysing image scaling algorithms for real-time applications, these algorithms are beyond the scope of the paper.
Non-adaptive image scaling algorithms like nearest neighbour, bilinear, bicubic and Lanczos algorithms have a fixed interpolation method irrespective of the image content.
III. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF IMAGE SCALING ALGORITHMS
This section discusses the Non-adaptive Image scaling algorithms like nearest neighbour, bilinear, bicubic, modified bicubic, and Lanczos. Let P(x,y) represent the pixel in input image of MxN dimensions and U(i,j) represents the pixel in scaled/resized output image of size M'xN'. Let T be the transformation used for scaling. The each pixel of output image is computed by applying the transformation T on input image pixels as shown in Fig. 1 . 
A. NEAREST NEIGHBOUR IMAGE SCALING
The simplest image interpolation method is to select the value of the nearest input image pixel and assigning the same value to scaled image pixel. The nearest neighbour algorithm (Fig. 2) selects the value of the nearest known pixel and does not consider the values of other neighbouring pixels, yielding a piecewise constant function [23] . For nearest neighbour algorithm the level of complexity is low leading to a fast computation time. But the scaled image quality is low and high aliasing effect is observed. 
B. BILINEAR IMAGE SCALING
Another simple interpolation method is linear interpolation, a slight improvement over the nearest neighbour interpolation algorithm. In linear interpolation, the interpolated value is computed based on the weighted average of two data points. The weights are inversely proportional to the distance of the end points from the interpolated data point.
Bilinear interpolation algorithm [7] performs linear interpolation in one direction followed by linear interpolation of the interpolated values in the other direction. The algorithm uses 4 diagonal pixels surrounding the corresponding source image pixel for interpolation (Fig. 3) . It computes a weighted average depending on the nearness and brightness of the 4 diagonal pixels and assigns that value to the pixel in the output image. Bilinear offers considerable improvement in image quality with a slightly increased complexity. The aliasing effect is reduced though blurring is observed.
C. BICUBIC IMAGE SCALING
Bicubic interpolation algorithm [8] - [9] performs cubic interpolation in one direction followed by cubic interpolation of the interpolated values in the other direction (Fig. 4) . The bicubic interpolation approximates a sinc interpolation by using cubic polynomial waveforms instead of linear waveforms when computing an output pixel value. The algorithm uses 16 nearest pixels surrounding the closest corresponding pixel in the source image for interpolation.
Bicubic offers high scaled image quality at the cost of considerably high complexity. Edge halo effect is observed though aliasing and blurring are reduced.
D. LANCZOS IMAGE SCALING
The Lanczos interpolation algorithm [10] uses a windowed form of sinc filter (an ideal low-pass filter) to perform interpolation on a 2-D grid. Sinc function of a variable can be mathematically obtained by dividing the sine function of the variable by itself [9] . Sinc function theoretically never goes to zero. Hence, a practical filter can be implemented by multiplying the sinc function with a window operator such as Hamming [24] - [25] and Hann [26] to obtain a filter with a finite size.
The Lanczos filter can be obtained by multiplying the sinc function with the Lanczos window which is truncated to zero outside of the main lobe [27] . The size of the Lanczos window is defined by the order of the convolution kernel. sufficient image quality, the order is chosen to be 3 in the implementation (Fig. 5 ).
The Lanczos algorithm gives an output scaled image of the same quality as bicubic but at the cost of higher number of computations as 36 pixels is used for interpolating the value of each output pixel compared to 16 for bicubic. The Lanczos algorithm is comparatively more efficient for multiple scaling operations.
E. MODIFIED BICUBIC IMAGE SCALING
According to the bicubic convolution kernel equation, massive calculations of four spots bicubic interpolation algorithm include large cubic and floating point multiplication operation. The bicubic interpolation algorithm discussed above can be slightly modified as shown below (Fig. 6) . The co-efficients a0, a1, a2, a3, b0, b1, b2, and b3 are now a function of dx and dy (the difference between the interpolated co-ordinate and nearest integer source co-ordinate lower than it) instead of the interpolating pixels. This allows us to compute and store the values of the co-efficients for predetermined values of dx and dy. This avoids the large number of cubic and floating point operations involved in bicubic interpolation. Where,
Although the algorithm result has been influenced slightly, computation load is largely simplified. It mainly overcomes the disadvantage that hardware implementation of the algorithm is difficult due to many floating point computations.
The search table modification to the bicubic interpolation algorithm is discussed in [28] . The distance, which the image regards as the unit length l, between two neighbouring pixels in the source image is divided equally into 16 sub-intervals. Table 1 . Input test image of size 627x462 and corresponding scaled output images of size 150x150 produced by five implementations are shown in Fig. 7 . Fig. 8 shows the input test image of size 609x594 and corresponding scaled output images of size 150x150 produced by five implementations.
Non-adaptive algorithms always face a trade-off between the three image scaling artifacts -edge halo, blurring and aliasing. Nearest neighbour interpolation produces a high aliasing effect resulting in jagged edges. Bilinear interpolation reduces the aliasing effect but causes a moderate blurring of the edges. Bicubic interpolation produces a moderate aliasing, blurring and an edge halo effect. Lanczos interpolation delivers an image quality very similar to that of bicubic. Modified bicubic produces an output of slightly lesser quality as compared to bicubic as the co-efficients are approximated to reduce computational complexity.
Computationally, nearest neighbour interpolation is the least intensive as it considers only one pixel for Image scaling has become a fundamental processing task and plays an important role in video surveillance applications.
Although there are a myriad of interpolation algorithms are available in literature, not all of them are suitable for implementing real-time image scaling. In this paper, we discussed the main nonadaptive image interpolation algorithms suitable for realtime applications. A comparative analysis of five image interpolation algorithms is presented based on the results of their software implementation. Of the five image interpolation algorithms evaluated, the modified bicubic algorithm offers the best trade-off between image quality and computational complexity for real-time image scaling in surveillance applications.
